Solution-phase surface modification in intact poly(dimethylsiloxane) microfluidic channels.
An improved approach composed of an oxidation reaction in acidic H2O2 solution and a sequential silanization reaction using neat silane reagents for surface modification of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) substrates was developed. This solution-phase approach is simple and convenient for some routine analytical applications in chemistry and biology laboratories and is designed for intact PDMS-based microfluidic devices, with no device postassembly required. Using this improved approach, two different functional groups, poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and amine (NH2), were introduced onto PDMS surfaces for passivation of nonspecific protein absorption and attachment of biomolecules, respectively. X-ray electron spectroscopy and temporal contact angle experiments were employed to monitor functional group transformation and dynamic characteristics of the PEG-grafted PDMS substrates; fluorescent protein solutions were introduced into the PEG-grafted PDMS microchannels to test their protein repelling characteristics. These analytical data indicate that the PEG-grafted PDMS surfaces exhibit improved short-term surface dynamics and robust long-term stability. The amino-grafted PDMS microchannels are also relatively stable and can be further activated for modifications with peptide, DNA, and protein on the surfaces of microfluidic channels. The resulting biomolecule-grafted PDMS microchannels can be utilized for cell immobilization and incubation, semiquantitative DNA hybridization, and immunoassay.